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The TotalGuard™ Solution 
 
Q: What does TotalGuard™ consist of? 

A: TotalGuard™ is the product name for the Enhanced IoT solution consisting of 1 or more TotalGuard™ (Multi-
Sensor) devices and other SonaVision supported IoT devices such as the Thermal Imager & Stand-Alone 
Cameras. (See document 19810205, TotalGuard™ Overview, for a list of devices) 

 
Q: Is the TotalGuard™ solution covered under the Sonitrol Performance Warranty Program? 

A: Yes, a $15,000 Warranty ($20,000 for a Sonitrol National Account) may be offered if ALL conditions as 
detailed in the current Warranty Procedure Manual are met…. mainly being full volumetric audio coverage, 
video verification and all perimeter doors must be switched. Stated requirements that DO NOT need to be met 
for a TotalGuard™ solution are the installation of a bell or siren and tamper switch on the control panel. (The 
Warranty Procedure Manual is in the process of being updated.) 

 

Q: Can you describe the digital input (DI) and whether it is supervised in the TotalGuard™ solution? 
A: There is one place for a wired input on the Multi-Sensor and it is not currently expandable beyond one 
input address.  The alarm input is not supervised.  If connecting a panic button, please be sure to program as a 
24 HR loop and connect as a N/C device.    
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Q: What is the detection range of the PIR, and Impact Audio? 
A: For range, coverage patterns and other detection properties, refer to the Multi-Sensor IoT Alarms 
Deployment Guide (document 19810182). 

 
Q: How is the TotalGuard™ solution supervised? 

A: The system by itself does not generate a “loss of AC Power”, or “IP Connection Failure” or “Battery” status 
messages to SONIP; however, upon a loss of total power (AC and battery), Customer ISP or Cradlepoint 
communication, a “Communication Trouble” alarm will be sent to SONIP within 75 seconds. 

 
Q: Can TotalGuard™ be configured to operate on Cellular Backup? 

A: Yes! TotalGuard™ can be used with the Cradlepoint Solution as listed in the Sonitrol Franchise Store along 
with the corresponding rate plans for SonaVision.  Due to the bandwidth demands of video verification it is 
not recommended to use rate plans not listed for Video.  The available SPRINT Rate Plans (as of 3/1/2019) are: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q: How can I power the TotalGuard™ solution? 

A: There are several different ways to power a TotalGuard™ installation, and with the installation of additional 
hardware, AC could be monitored.   When installing local power using an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 
and a PoE switch this will allow for runtime through brief power outages.  Official recommendations with 
runtime estimates will be released soon.  In a basic lab test using a 350VA Minuteman UPS with an Axis 
Companion Switch (4 channel) along with 4 TotalGuard™ licensed Multi-Sensors running in day mode, they 
remained powered and operational for 1 hour. 
 

Q: How much network data is consumed by the TotalGuard™ Multi-Sensor? 
A: Simply put the TotalGuard™ Multi-Sensor device will consume 512Kbps for video streaming and 16Kbps for 
Audio Streaming.  This translates to: 

3.8       Megabytes per minute of Streamed Video 
230.4 Megabytes per hour of Streamed Video 
0.12 Megabytes per minute of Streamed Audio 
7.2 Megabytes per Hour of Streamed Audio 

 
Q: Can I wire more than one alarm input to the Multi-Sensor camera for monitoring? 

A: Industry standards apply here. Normally closed input (default) can easily be wired to multiple door contacts 
in series. Standard wiring principles apply. As each device is terminated to a shared input on the Multi-Sensor 
there is no way to differentiate the first device in series from any others in the series (door 1 and door 4 would 
appear as the same general door alarm) so be sure that they are all in the protected range of the device and 
that the location description of the Alarm Point is accurate for dispatchers in SONIP (example description: "2 
south perimeter doors"). Do not use an EOL resistor when wiring to a Multi-Sensor. 

 
 

Sonitrol Video Plan (Indoor SonaVision with Intrusion) - 2GB Cellular Data Plan RB 

Sonitrol Video Plan (Indoor SonaVision with Intrusion) - 5GB Cellular Data Plan RBS054 

Sonitrol Video Plan (Outdoor Controlled SonaVision with Intrusion) - 10GB Cellular Data Plan RBS056 

Sonitrol Video Plan (Outdoor Controlled SonaVision with Intrusion/Access) - 20GB Cellular Data Plan RBS057 

Sonitrol Video Plan (Outdoor Controlled SonaVision with Intrusion/Access) - 40GB Cellular Data Plan RBS058 

Sonitrol Video Plan (Outdoor Controlled SonaVision with Intrusion/Access) - 60GB Cellular Data Plan RBS059 
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Q: TotalGuard™ seems to have everything required for intrusion, should I lead with this for every sale? 
A: While the TotalGuard solution has a rich set of features it may not be a solution for every sale.  Cases where 
TotalGuard™ may not fit: 
- Installation specifies UL listed equipment for Burg or Access 
- Fire Monitoring 
- Local jurisdiction or customer require ANSI/SIA CP-01 Compliance 
- Chime mode is required 
- Requires more than 16 wired inputs or where the wiring of an input is far from a TotalGuard device. 
- Requires more than 8 Impact Audio Sensors 
- Integrated and Managed Access Control required (Access Control behaviors controlled by partition state) 
- Local Annunciation for BELL/Siren is required. 
- Programmable Aux Outputs required. 
- Requires Local keypad installation. 

 
All cases above are and will continue to be great opportunities for the use of FlexIP w/Access4 and 
SonaVision™. 
 

Q: What are the network requirements customers need to account for when installing a TotalGuard™ solution? 
A:  Standard Vigil server cloud services still apply for devices installed in the solution.  If audio is also being 
installed, you will need to have additional UDP ports opened for outbound communication. A complete listing 
of recommendations, requirements and network FAQ please refer to TotalGuard Customer Firewall Rules 
(document 19810214) 
 

Q: What is the minimum version of Multi-Sensor Camera firmware and software required to support 
TotalGuard™? 

A: The base firmware required is v 5.4.1 OP 180209 and the version of Vigil software is 10.50.0000. 
 
Q: What are some “common” features most intrusion panels support that is not supported with the initial 
release of TotalGuard™? 

A: While the TotalGuard™ solution offers many features that are either an upgrade for most intrusion panels or 
unavailable completely, there are some things of note that are not supported today with the TotalGuard™ 
solution that are commonplace with other intrusion solutions.    For more specifics on what scenarios/features 
are currently not supported please see the question titled “TotalGuard™ seems to have everything 
required for intrusion, should I lead with this for every sale? “ 

 
Q:  Is Occupied mode supported with the TotalGuard™ Solution? 

A:  Yes, the behavior from a site and programming perspective is consistent with a FlexIP in the case of 
occupied mode.  Conditions optioned as occupied will be monitored when the partition is armed or occupied, 
and conditions optioned as Armed will only be monitored when the partition is armed. 

 
Q: Can anyone other than Stanley or a Sonitrol Franchise purchase a TotalGuard™ Multi-Sensor? 

A: No, the TotalGuard™ solution is available only to Sonitrol Franchises or Stanley CSS.  The IoT platform 
including central station alarm monitoring, impact audio, glass break detection and stand-alone panel 
partitions is dependent on Sonitrol Cloud Alarm Processing, the Sonitrol Mobile App and SONIP which is 
maintained by Sonitrol Franchises and Stanley CSS only.  Nothing Sonitrol branded is ever sold external to the 
Sonitrol products channel. 
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Q: How many days of recording will be stored on a Multi-Sensor with a 64GB SD card? 

A: Days of storage widely varies by how active the scene is.  The worst-case scenario where the device is 
positioned in a scene with motion 24hrs a day, 7 days a week or when the device is optioned as “Continual 
Recording” expect to capture up to 6 days of video.  Where the device is positioned in a business occupied 
during normal hours and has a moderate amount of video motion you can expect between 30-90 days. With 
the 128GB SD card you can expect about twice the amount of storage. 

 
 
Q: Does the TotalGuard support Auto-Arming\Auto-Disarming?  

A: Yes, each TotalGuard Partition may be configured for Auto-Arming, Auto-Arm to Occupied, and Auto 
Disarm. Configure it as you would normally for a FlexIP partition.  

TotalGuard™ in SONIP 
Q: What is the limit on the number of IoT devices per 3xLOGIC panel in SONIP? 

A: A single 3xLOGIC virtual panel can have up to 16 IoT appliances associated with it.  Of these 16 only 8 can 
be TotalGuard™ and used for the purposes of streaming audio for audio verification. 

 

Q: What is the maximum number of partitions supported by a TotalGuard™ system? 
 A: 16. 
 
Q: How do the Sensitivity values programmed in the TotalGuard™ Multi-Sensor compare to a Sonitrol Panel? 

A: The TotalGuard™ impact audio feature was engineered to be consistent with a Sonitrol Panel. 
Environmental sensitivity corresponds to global sensitivity in a traditional Sonitrol panel, although it only 
affects a single detector in the case of a Multi-Sensor.  Total Power corresponds to the individual detector 
sensitivity in a traditional Sonitrol panel. 
 

Q: My central station uses the Wygant solution to record Sonitrol panel audio, will audio generated by Multi-
Sensor devices be recorded by Wygant? 

A: No, audio from Multi-Sensor devices will only be recorded by the SONIP Recorder software.  If you want 
audio recorded from Multi-Sensors and do not have the recorder software, please contact DASH for a quote. 

 
Q: How long will the device be down before SONIP receives an alert? 

A: Within 75 seconds. Our cloud services poll each IoT enabled device and when we don’t hear from the 
camera we push “Communication Trouble” event to SONIP.  
 

Q: Is there documentation that will outline the installation and programming process? 
A: Yes, the document that covers most installation, programming and licensing topics related to TotalGuard™ 
and IoT in general is 19810182 - Multi-Sensor IoT Alarms Deployment Guide.  This document covers 
compatibility, device setup, alarm types & detection, Licensing, SONIP programming & alarm events as well as 
some basic device web UI settings. 
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TotalGuard™ with mySonitrol.net & Sonitrol Mobile Application 
 
Q: How does an end customer add and delete users to arm & disarm the TotalGuard™ Solution? 

A: The Sonitrol Mobile application is required to arm and disarm the TotalGuard™ solution and for the mobile 
app to be used the user must be created in mySonitrol.net and have permissions to the facility and access to 
the Mobile Application.  The mySonitrol franchise admin needs to add, change or delete these web users. 

Q: Can multiple people have access to Arm\Disarm the TotalGuard™? 
A: Yes, each user will use their unique mySonitrol login to arm\disarm using the Sonitrol mobile app. 

 
Q: Can users be restricted from viewing the video from mySonitrol and the Mobile App while other users 
(admins) have access to video?  

A: Yes, the video is linked to each user’s unique login. A user must have the Alias, Username and Password to 
add a TotalGuard device to their mySonitrol\Mobile App login.  

TotalGuard™ with Smart Hub & Smart Sensors 
Q: What is the TotalGuard™ Smart Hub? 

A: The TotalGuard™ Smart Hub is a central hub device that connects to the internet via a wired connection, has 
its own back up battery and backup cellular radio, pairs and communicates with wireless alarm sensors and 
integrates with other TotalGuard™ devices at a customer’s location. 
 

Q: How long does the backup battery last when the AC power goes down? 
A:  The internal battery will keep the Smart Hub active when AC power is down for 4 hours. 
 

Q: Does the TotalGuard™ Smart Hub have a backup communication path? 
A: Yes, it has an internal Cellular radio that is configured to work with AT&T or T-Mobile networks and 
automatically connects to the provider with best coverage in the area.  
 

Q: Can I use my own SIM card? 
A: The Smart Hub is not compatible with International SIM cards or SIM cards for other carriers. 
 

Q: What is the monthly fee for the Smart Hub and does it include the cellular backup? 
A:  The fee structure for the Smart Hub is a flat monthly fee and does not depend on the number of paired 
sensors.  The fee covers the hub and all its connected sensors communication through our cloud alarm 
receiving channels and the cellular service for the hub to use as a backup.   Billing for these recurring fees will 
flow the same way as TotalGuard™ invoices today.  As of the release March 2019; the monthly Sonitrol Dealer 
fee for each Smart Hub is $7.60. 

 
Q: Do I need to take any specific action to activate the Smart Hub cellular service? 

A: No, purchasing the device and enrolling it with SONIP will activate the devices cellular service.  You can test 
at the time of installation by disconnected the wired WAN connection from the hub, all alarms generated by 
the hub will be sent to the central station via backup cell. 

 
Q: How can I check to see the cellular signal strength and status? 

A: There are two places this information is exposed, one is via the VISIX set up app for the technician who is 
working on the installation.  When the hub is registered on the hub’s device list the top record shows the MAC 
address of the hub, if this line is clicked hub details are exposed including the cellular signal strength.  Another 
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place this information is exposed is in SONIP, we have added a “cell” tab to the Smart Hub in SONIP that is 
updated with each refresh and exposes details about the cellular connection. 

 
Q: Can Smart Sensors connected with the hub be associated with Cameras for Video Verification? 

A: Absolutely.  All events monitored by the Smart Hub are exposed in SONIP using the same camera 
association methods that are used to associate cameras with events from Multi-Sensors.  Your operators will 
get live video for all cameras associated and playback for any associated cameras that have recorded video. 

 
Q: Can I connect the Smart Hub to a customer’s network via Wi-Fi instead of being wired? 

A: No, at this time the hub must be wired to the customer network for primary internet connection. 
 

Q: What type of Zigbee wireless sensors are support with the Smart Hub? 
A: As of release March 2019 the devices supported with the hub are Access Sensors (Door and Window 
sensor), PIR Motion sensors and Water/Leak Sensors.  We are currently exploring the potential to add 
additional Zigbee devices to Smart Hubs such as “Tilt” sensors (for Overhead door monitoring) and Panic 
Buttons. 

 
Q: Can the sensors paired with the Smart Hub be used like a Multi-Sensor wired input or PIR? 

A: Absolutely! The devices that are paired with the Smart Hub are fully functional in a TotalGuard installation 
providing Delay Starter, Delay Follower or no delay functionality as well as Occupied, 24 hour and armed 
security levels. 
 

Q: How many sensors can be added to a single Smart Hub? 
A: A Single Smart Hub supports up to 32 paired devices, of which up to 20 of them can be of a single type. 
Example: 12 Door/Window Sensors, 12 PIR Sensors, 8 Water/Leak Sensors is OK. 
 

Q: How does the Water / Leak Sensor work? 
A: The Water Sensor has copper detection probes that detect leaks and flooding. Its recommended to place 
them under sinks, sump pumps, and water heaters.  The sensor can be used to detect moisture with or with 
out the included “probe”.  The probe allows the sensor to be mounted up to 3’ away from the probe. 

 
Q: Can the Water / Leak Sensor be used for freeze detection? 

A: No, the water sensor cannot be used for freeze detection, as its operating temperature range is 32-112°F. 
 
Q: What is the detection range & specification for the PIR sensor? 

A: The maximum detection range is up to 25’ and the field of view is 90°. 
 
Q: What is the range between the sensors and the Smart Hub? 

A: The Smart Hub and sensors have an official range of approximately 150 feet, although we’ve found the 
range can be quite high. Take note that building construction and materials can affect range due to Radio 
Frequency Interference. 

 
Q: What type of batteries do Smart Hub sensors use? 

A: The types and quantities are listed below: 
Motion Sensor: 2 x CR123A 
Access Sensor: 1 x CR2450 
Water Sensor: 1 x CR2 
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Q: How long will the batteries last? 
A: Sensor batteries last approximately 3 years.  Sensor battery life is affected by various factors such as 
installation time, daily usage, radio frequency interference, and Hub connectivity. 

Q: Will the Smart Hub send notification when batteries need to be replaced? 
A:  Yes. Low battery notifications for the Smart Hub and paired sensors are sent to SONIP.  
 

Q: Does the Smart Hub supervise sensors beyond just the battery? 
A: Yes. The Smart Hub reports “tamper” events to SONIP when the sensor covers are removed and “tamper 
restore” events when the cover is returned to its normal state in real time.  The Smart Hub is also monitoring 
sensor polling and will report that a sensor is offline if the sensor fails to check in.  To save sensor battery the 
polling is once every 10 minutes and 3 consecutive polls must fail for the sensor to be declared offline 
meaning that the detection can take up to 45 minutes to get reported to SONIP.   

TotalGuard™ with Vigil Products 
 
Q: Does TotalGuard™ work with VCM (VIGIL Central Management)? 

A: Yes, we recommend that all SonaVision devices be added to VCM adding additional layers of supervision 
found in VCM, like days recorded errors, CPU usage, preventative storage failure alerts, etc.  VCM Version 10 or 
newer is required for full TotalGuard compatibility.  (Additional Fees apply, see licensing & fees section) 

 
Q: Does TotalGuard™ work when a Multi-Sensor device is connected to a VIGIL Server? 

A: No, TotalGuard™ is designed to operate as a stand-alone panel and should not be connected to a VIGIL 
Server.  
 

Q: Can audio from VIGIL Server connected cameras also be used for listenback Audio? 
A: No, Currently the only source for both impact and listenback audio other than a Sonitrol panel is the 
licensed TotalGuard™ Solution. 
 

Q: When installing or upgrading a new Multi-Sensor Camera why is using the VSX Set Up app important? 
A: Downloading the VSX Setup Tool from Apple or Google stores and use during the set up or deployment 
process for an existing site is very important for the following reasons.  The set-up app will: 
 

1. Configure the device internal storage for recording/playback 
2. Set Device time zone and ntp sync settings 
3. Upgrade the devices firmware and software to the latest released version 
4. Provide view of what the camera sees for validation 
5. Allow for the creation of additional user accounts for viewing 
6. Email confirmation to installer device configuration 
7. Email status of upgrade & SD card initialization results. 

 
This app will be maintained on the Apple and Google app stores and NOT be uploaded to the Sonitrol 
Resource portal. 

 
Q: Can I use VCM to sync time with multi-sensor devices used with TotalGuard™? 

A: No, SONIP will push time to all SonaVision appliances once per day. Enabling time sync with VCM may 
interfere with the SONIP time sync. 
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TotalGuard™ Licensing & Fees 

Q: When a Multi-Sensor device is licensed for use in a TotalGuard™ Installation what does it include? 
A: When you purchase a multi-sensor for use with TotalGuard™ you're purchasing a fully loaded device with all 
available licenses including Impact Audio, Glass Break and Stand-Alone Panel. The part number for this is SN-
2S-CPIR-W-PANEL or SN-2S-CPIR-W-PANEL-128.  If you have a camera that was not initially licensed for these 
features and you would like to purchase.  The Part Numbers needed to purchase the licenses are:   

VGL-SW-CAM-AA              (Includes Impact Audio & Glass break. Cannot be sold separately) 
VGL-SW-CAM-PANEL      (For stand-alone panel) 

 
Q: When installing more than 1 TotalGuard™ device in facility does each require the -PANEL licenses? 

A: Yes, if you intend to monitor PIR, I/O, Audio or Glass break each sensor supporting these conditions will 
need to have the -PANEL license.  The result of not being licensed is that the conditions on the unlicensed 
device does not allow partitions to be assigned. 

 
Q: I have a thermal imager does it require a -PANEL License? 

A: No, other appliances that can generate alarms for the purposes of monitoring (thermal imagers, Appliances 
with DI or Video Analytics and more) can join the Partition of the 3xLOGIC panel. (See document 19810205 
TotalGuard™ Overview, for a list of devices) 

 
Q: I purchased a license for an existing camera, how does this license get applied? 

A: Upgrading an existing camera cannot be done completely remote and does require some manual 
intervention to complete.  The device first will need to be upgraded to the minimum software and firmware 
required, then the license keys must be applied.  To get the software and firmware upgraded, the most 
convenient method is to re-run the VSX Set Up app.  To apply the licenses, you can do this through the 
cameras web UI or from the client software.  (See document 19810212-V1.00, Multi-Sensor IoT Deployment 
Guides “Licensing” section for more info) 

 
Q: How do I extend Impact Audio or TotalGuard™ features to existing Multi-Sensor installation? 

A: Licenses for a Multi-Sensor to operate as a standalone panel or for Audio Analytics (includes both 
Glassbreak & Impact Audio) can be purchased from the Sonitrol Franchise Store.  These parts are listed in the 
Multi-Sensor page found at: http://franchisestore.sonitrol.com/Category/109-multi-sensors.aspx. When 
submitted a request to license an existing device, be sure to have the MAC address available when ordering.   

 
Q: Is there a monthly hosting fee for TotalGuard™? 

A: Yes, the TotalGuard™ is included with the new “location-based” fee structure staring in July 2018 

 
Q: Is the cost of VCM included in the new “location-based cloud hosting” monthly fee? 

A: No, that is a separate optional monthly fee that is billed direct from 3xLOGIC. 
 

Video Cloud Hosting # of Appliances Monthly Fee
SonaVision™ Vigil Appliance -  Monthly Per Site Location 1  $                    3.75 
SonaVision™ Vigil Appliance -  Monthly Per Site Location 2  $                    5.50 
SonaVision™ Vigil Appliance -  Monthly Per Site Location 3 - 5  $                    7.50 
SonaVision™ Vigil Appliance -  Monthly Per Site Location 6 - 8  $                  12.00 
SonaVision™ Vigil Appliance -  Monthly Per Site Location 9 - 11  $                  15.00 
SonaVision™ Vigil Appliance -  Monthly Per Site Location 12 - 16  $                  20.00 


